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Rodney Winther, conductor

Flute
Jacqueline Arrington
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Sean McGhee
William Timmons
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Brian McDonough
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Derek Fenstermacher
James Land
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Maurice Todd

Percussion
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Piano
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*Members of the CCM Wind Symphony are listed alphabetically to acknowledge each player’s contribution. They all serve as principal players.

Wind Symphony
Rodney Winther, conductor
Keith Phillips, doctoral conducting associate
Simon Tiller, doctoral conducting associate
Sydney Hodkinson, guest composer
Christopher Stark, guest composer

Cincinnati Youth Wind Ensemble
Keith Phillips, conductor
Jared Chase, assistant conductor
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Performing Arts Series
Cincinnati Youth Wind Ensemble

   I. Cake Walk
   II. Schottische
   III. Wallflower Waltz
   IV. Western One-Step

Rodney Winther, guest conductor

—INTERMISSION—

Wind Symphony

   trans. Lawrence Odom
Simon Tillier, conductor

Soliloquy of A Bhiksuni (1958)  Chou Wen Chung  (b. 1923)
   Joel Baroochy, trumpet

Keith Phillips, conductor

—INTERMISSION—


Monumentum Pro Umbris (2002)  Sydney Hodkinson  (b. 1934)

Wind Symphony and Cincinnati Youth Wind Ensemble

Battle Hymn of the Republic (1944)  Setting by Peter Wilhousky  (1902-1978)
   arr. James Nielson

Cincinnati Youth Wind Ensemble
Keith Phillips, conductor
Jared Chase, assistant conductor

Flute/Piccolo
Casey Clyde – Lakota East
Emma Hamlet – Home school
Victoria Lang – Lakota East
Hannah Rhode – Home school
Alice Romanelli – St. Ursula Academy
Rachel Ruth – Dayton Christian
Justin Turner – Campbell County

Horn
Samantha Cardwell – Loveland
Jacob Carpenter – Milford
Harry Gilson – Walnut Hills
Eric Macy – Milford
Abraham Zaki – Indian Hill

Oboe/English Horn
Laura Beth Cook – Mason
Connor Karrick – Campbell County
Erik Larson – Miami Valley

Bassoon
Alex Boyer – Lakota West
Krista Kavalliauskas – Lakota East
Meghan Stifel – Ursuline Academy

B♭ Clarinet
Kevin Birbing – Moeller
Josh Blair – McNicholas
Danielle Cox – Campbell County
Michelle Lee – Mason
Austin Miller – Simon Kenton
Victoria Nau – Turpin
Kaitlin Nicole Shelton – Colerain
Sadie Teegarden – Highlands
Nicholas Troehler – Milford

Euphonium
Maxwell Payne – Highlands
Alex Schomaker – Scott

Tuba
Kaitlin Tucker – Anderson

Alto Saxophone
Carly Hood – Scott
David Jump – Highlands
Mark Lamb – Moeller

Tenor Saxophone
Maddie Wessel – Turpin

Baritone Saxophone
Kelly Schroer – Ursuline Academy

*Members of the CYWE are listed alphabetically to acknowledge each player’s contribution. They all serve as principal players.